CATCH SEASON FOUR OF THE FLASH ON IFLIX,
EXPRESS FROM THE U.S.
The highly anticipated fourth season of The Flash returns to iflix, with new episodes
available every Wednesday
Yangon, 28 November 2017– iflix is thrilled to premiere the latest season of the worldwide
hit DC Super Hero TV series The Flash from Warner Bros. Television. Starting October 11,
iflix subscribers in Malaysia/ the Philippines / Thailand / Indonesia / Sri Lanka / Pakistan /
Vietnam / Myanmar / Cambodia will be able to stream or download new episodes weekly,
within 24 hours of the initial U.S. broadcast.
After three seasons of running, you’d think Barry Allen (Grant Gustin) would deserve a break.
He’s faced his evil-twin time remnant, saved his fiancée from the God of Speed and even
sacrificed himself to stabilize the Speed Force. The fourth instalment of The Flash finds Team
Flash doing their best to keep moving forward without the Scarlet Speedster and to defeat all
the threats that come their way. However, when a new villain too powerful for them arrives in
Central City, the team realizes that there is only one person that can help – The Flash. Now,
the team must devise a plan to free their friend from the Speed Force before the city is
destroyed… knowing that the Flash that comes out of the Speed Force may not be the same
hero as the one who went in it.
Arriving as next season’s central Super-Villain in Central City, Neil Sandilands (The 100, The
Americans) will play DC villain Clifford DeVoe, aka The Thinker, a metahuman with a mega
mind who embarks on a season-long battle with The Flash that pits the “fastest man alive”
against the “fastest mind alive.”
Warner Bros. Television’s The Flash joins iflix’s extensive library of popular international titles
fast-tracked from the U.S., including critically-acclaimed Mr. Robot, hit comedy The Good
Place, Channel Zero: No End House, and Lee Daniels’ STAR.
iflix Group Chief Content Officer, Sean Carey said: “Team Flash meets all new challenges and
characters on the latest season of The Flash, and we are thrilled to give our subscribers front
row seats to the action. For the first time on iflix, fans of The Flash can now catch new episodes
weekly just 24 hours after they air in the U.S., underpinning our commitment to providing iflix
subscribers with the latest episodes of the world’s most popular shows along with the best
local and regional titles available.”

Now available to over one billion consumers across 24 territories throughout Asia, the Middle
East and Africa, iflix has established itself as the clear market leader in video streaming.
Offering consumers, a vast library of top Hollywood, Asian and Middle Eastern regional, and
local TV shows and movies, including many first run exclusives and award-winning programs,
each subscription allows users to access the service on up to five devices, including phones,
laptops, tablets, and television sets, for viewing wherever, whenever.

ABOUT IFLIX
iflix is the world’s leading entertainment service for emerging markets, offering users unlimited
access to thousands of TV shows, movies and more. With a vast selection everyone’s
favourite comedies, drama, K-drama, Turkish drama, Bollywood, Nollywood, cartoons,
movies, live sports and more from Hollywood, the UK, Asia, The Middle East and Africa, iflix
places the entertainment people want at their fingertips to either stream or download. For one
low monthly fee, iflix subscribers can watch on their mobile phone, laptop, tablet, TV…
wherever, whenever.
Let’s play.
iflix is currently available to consumers in Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand,
Brunei, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Myanmar, Vietnam, the Maldives, Kuwait, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia,
Jordan, Iraq, Lebanon, Egypt, Sudan, Cambodia, Nigeria, Kenya, Ghana, Nepal and
Bangladesh.
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